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Skills for Literary Analysis (Teacher)
These two volumes offer a selection of the papers
held at the conference of the International Association
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for Dialogue Analysis (IADA) in 2003. Volume I
contains 38 articles devoted to dialogue and the
phenomenon of 'dialogicity' in literature, ranging from
antiquity to a large number of modern languages and
literatures. The conversation-analytic approaches
drawn upon are notable for their methodological
diversity. This is also true of the 32 articles in Volume
II. The main focus here is on present-day types of
dialogue in the new electronic media and their
'traditional' counterparts (press, radio, television,
film). The examples are taken from various countries,
and they are discussed in terms of the intercultural,
semiotic, translatorial, and general pragmatic issues
they pose.

Rabbinic Narrative
A Window on Literature is a new classroom text which
consists of 12 units, each of which is based on a
theme and contains one or two literary texts and
accompanying activities. The texts are unabridged
and have been carefully selected to be suitable for
use with lower-intermediate and intermediate
students.

Grammardog Guide to Hamlet
Dialogue Analysis IX: Dialogue in
Literature and the Media, Part 1:
Literature
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
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this short story. All sentences are from the story.
Quizzes feature famous quotes ("A tart temper never
mellows with age, and a sharp tongue is the only
edged tool that grows keener with constant use." "But
what courage can withstand the ever-during and allbesetting terrors of a woman's tongue?") Figurative
language includes: "like a colt at his mother's heels,"
"the yoke of matrimony," "the muttering of one of
those transient thunder showers."

Skills for Literary Analysis (Student)
Tears of a Tiger: Study Guide and
Student Workbook (Enhanced ebook)
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood
adventure and the savagery of humanity comes to
Penguin Classics in a stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition
with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative
today as when it was first published in 1954, Lord of
the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with
its startling, brutal portrait of human nature. William
Golding’s compelling story about a group of very
ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been
labeled a parable, an allegory, a myth, a morality tale,
a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of the
apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as
one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth
century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics
Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special
features to supplement the novel, including a
foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen
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King, an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching
and reading the novel and suggestions for further
exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an
extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the
first American paperback edition of Lord of the Flies.
For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.

A Window on Literature
The Teacher Guide for Skills for Literary Analysis:
Lessons in Assessing Writing Structures.

Preach the Word
Prep
My Home is Far Away is the most precisely
autobiographical of Powell’s fifteen novels. In this
family chronicle set in early twentieth century Ohio,
young Marcia Willard’s family struggles to keep up
with the rapidly changing times, and Marcia endures
disillusionment, cruelty, and betrayal to forge a
survivor’s sense of independence. John Updike has
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compared Powell with Theodore Dreiser, Willa Cather,
Sherwood Anderson, “and those other Midwestern
writers who felt something epic in the national shift
from rural to urban, from provincial sequestration to
metropolitan liberation.” By 1941, when Powell set to
work on My Home Is Far Away, she was better known
for the smart, boozy, bawdy, hilarious send-ups of
Manhattan high and low life. She had begun to attain
a reputation for high sophistication and nothing could
be less “sophisticated” – in the glittering, all-knowing,
furiously present-tense, big-city manner Powell had
perfected – than My Home Is Far Away. This was the
month of cherries and peaches, of green apples
beyond the grape arbor, of little dandelion ghosts in
the grass, of sour grass and four-leaf clovers, of still
dry heat holding the smell of nasturtiums and dying
lilacs. This was the best month of all and the best day.
It was not birthday, Easter, Christmas, or picnic, but
all these things and something else, something
wonderful, something utterly unknown. The two little
girls in embroidered white Sunday dresses knew no
way to express their secret joy but by whirling each
other dizzily over the lawn crying, “We’re moving,
we’re moving! We’re moving to London Junction!” My
Home Is Far Away is one of the very few examples of
a book written for adults, with an adult command of
the language, that maintains the vantage point of a
hungry, serious child throughout. It might be likened
to a memoir that has been penned not with the usual
tranquility of distance but rather with the sense that
everything happening to the characters is happening
right now, without any promise of eventual escape,
without any assurance that childhood, too, shall pass
away. My Home is Far Away had been out of print for
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sixty years when Steerforth reissued it in 1995. It
received immediate widespread acclaim, and was
featured on the cover of the New York Times Book
Review, where Terry Teachout called it “one of the
permanent masterpieces of childhood, comparable
with David Copperfield, What Maisie Knew and the
early reminiscences of Colette,” and where he
proclaimed Powell to be “one of this country’s least
recognized great novelists.”

Grammardog Guide to Julius Caesar
Self-analysis in Literary Study
Prentice Hall Literature
An insightful, achingly funny coming-of-age story as
well as a brilliant dissection of class, race, and gender
in a hothouse of adolescent angst and ambition. Lee
Fiora is an intelligent, observant fourteen-year-old
when her father drops her off in front of her dorm at
the prestigious Ault School in Massachusetts. She
leaves her animated, affectionate family in South
Bend, Indiana, at least in part because of the boarding
school’s glossy brochure, in which boys in sweaters
chat in front of old brick buildings, girls in kilts hold
lacrosse sticks on pristinely mown athletic fields, and
everyone sings hymns in chapel. As Lee soon learns,
Ault is a cloistered world of jaded, attractive
teenagers who spend summers on Nantucket and
speak in their own clever shorthand. Both intimidated
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and fascinated by her classmates, Lee becomes a
shrewd observer of—and, ultimately, a participant
in—their rituals and mores. As a scholarship student,
she constantly feels like an outsider and is both drawn
to and repelled by other loners. By the time she’s a
senior, Lee has created a hard-won place for herself
at Ault. But when her behavior takes a selfdestructive and highly public turn, her carefully
crafted identity within the community is shattered.
Ultimately, Lee’s experiences—complicated
relationships with teachers; intense friendships with
other girls; an all-consuming preoccupation with a
classmate who is less than a boyfriend and more than
a crush; conflicts with her parents, from whom Lee
feels increasingly distant—coalesce into a singular
portrait of the painful and thrilling adolescence
universal to us all. BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Curtis Sittenfeld's Sisterland. Praise for
Prep “Curtis Sittenfeld is a young writer with a crazy
amount of talent. Her sharp and economical prose
reminds us of Joan Didion and Tobias Wolff. Like
them, she has a sly and potent wit, which cuts
unexpectedly—but often—through the placid surface
of her prose. Her voice is strong and clear, her moral
compass steady; I’d believe anything she told
me.”—Dave Eggers, author of A Heartbreaking Work
of Staggering Genius “Prep’s every sentence rings
true. Sittenfeld is a rising star.”—Wally Lamb, author
of She’s Come Undone and I Know This Much Is True

Lord of the Flies
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
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this influential essay. All sentences are from the
essay. Familiar quotes include, "That government is
best which governs least." Figurative language
compares voting to a game of checkers and
government to a machine. Allusions cover mythology,
religion and history (Orpheus, Christ, Luther, Caesar,
Copernicus, Washington, Franklin).

Grammardog Guide to Heny V
"Until the Rosetta Stone was finally translated and the
decoding of hieroglyphic writing made possible, much
of Egyptian history was lost. The author has done a
masterful job of distilling information, citing the
highlights, and fitting it all together in an interesting
and enlightening look at a puzzling subject." —H. "The
social and intellectual history here are fascinating. A
handsome, inspiring book." —K. Notable Children's
Books of 1991 (ALA) Notable 1990 Children's Trade
Books in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC) Children's Books
of 1990 (Library of Congress) 100 Books for Reading
and Sharing (NY Public Library) Parenting Honorable
Mention, Reading Magic Award

Handbook of Rhetorical Analysis
The Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,
Luck, Is He Living Or Is He Dead?, The Man That
Corrupted Hadleyburg, The Mysterious Stranger.
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
these short stories. All sentences are from the stories.
Figurative language includes: "the next minute you'd
see that frog whirling in the air like a doughnut" "he
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traveled like a duke" "a tornado of applause" "as solid
as a gob of mud" "from the top of the precipice
frowned a vast castle" "man is a museum of diseases"
"I have examined his billion of possible careers."
Allusions include: Frankenstein, Caesar, Napoleon,
Socrates, Daniel Webster, Andrew Jackson.

Corpus Linguistics in Literary Analysis
The Second Edition of Content Analysis: An
Introduction to Its Methodology is a definitive
sourcebook of the history and core principles of
content analysis as well as an essential resource for
present and future studies. The book introduces
readers to ways of analyzing meaningful matter such
as texts, images, voices – that is, data whose physical
manifestations are secondary to the meanings that a
particular population of people brings to them.
Organized into three parts, the book examines the
conceptual and methodological aspects of content
analysis and also traces several paths through
content analysis protocols. The author has completely
revised and updated the Second Edition, integrating
new information on computer-aided text analysis. The
book also includes a practical guide that incorporates
experiences in teaching and how to advise academic
and commercial researchers. In addition, Krippendorff
clarifies the epistemology and logic of content
analysis as well as the methods for achieving its aims.
Intended as a textbook for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students across the social sciences,
Content Analysis, Second Edition will also be a
valuable resource for practitioners in a variety of
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disciplines.

Grammardog Guide to Rip Van Winkle
For more than forty years, pastor R. Kent Hughes has
shared the gospel with thousands of people and
raised the standard of expository preaching in North
America and beyond. To celebrate his legacy and pay
tribute to his years of ministry, fifteen of Hughes’s
friends and colleagues from across the globe,
including J. I. Packer, Wayne Grudem, John MacArthur,
Peter Jensen, and D. A. Carson, examine what it
means to be an expository preacher. Among the
contributors are professors, a university chaplain, a
college president, and urban church planters—living
testimonies to Hughes’s wide influence. These
contributors address an array of themes for the
ministry-minded, such as interpretive principles and
practices, biblical and historical paradigms, expository
preaching’s contemporary aims and challenges, and
the priority of training—all in the expectation that this
one man’s passion to preach the Word faithfully will
enhance the understanding and practice of expository
preaching in churches and seminaries around the
world. This book will also inspire and prepare you to
make the pulpit the prow of your ministry and
influence the generations to come. “Kent Hughes and
even more the Word of God that he has faithfully
preached are worthy of this astonishing array of
contributors. I rejoice that the ripple effect of one
man’s allegiance to the Bible has pushed so many
new waves of blessing out of their hearts and into
these pages.” John Piper, Pastor for Preaching and
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Vision, Bethlehem Baptist Church, Minneapolis “That
Kent Hughes can inspire contributions of such quality
tells us something of the esteem in which he and his
ministry are held. Here in these papers lasting
treasure is to be found—in rare wisdom, fresh
thinking, and occasional plain speaking. Highly
recommended by one who has been uncommonly
impressed and helped.” Dick Lucas, Rector Emeritus,
St. Helen’s Church, Bishopsgate “A book packed with
preaching wisdom to honor one of this generation’s
greatest expositors of Scripture. Kent Hughes is
rightly honored, but God’s Word is ever more highly
honored in this special book.” Bryan Chapell,
President, Covenant Seminary; author, Christcentered Preaching “Preach the Word is not just a
treasure trove for preachers—it provides what
amounts to a refresher course in pastoral theology.
Faithful ministers frequently pause to reflect—‘What
am I doing and why am I doing it and what does God
want me to be doing and how does he want me to be
doing it?’ This book will prove a tremendously helpful
conversation partner for such all-important reflection
and self-evaluation. I warmly commend it to all who
are serious about doing biblical pastoral ministry
today.” Ligon Duncan, Senior Minister, First
Presbyterian Church, Jackson, Mississippi; President,
Alliance of Confessing Evangelicals; Chairman,
Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood

Study Guides for Children's Literature
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this Shakespearean tragedy. All sentences are from
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the play. Figurative language includes "the primrose
path of dalliance," "Purpose is but the slave of
memory," and "when sorrows come, they come not
single spies, but in battalions." Literary analysis
passages feature Hamlet's "to be or not to be"
soliloquy. Allusions include mythology (Olympus, Jove,
Cyclops, Hercules), folklore (witchcraft, mermaid,
fairy) and religion (Cain, Adam, Saint Patrick).

My Home is Far Away
Educational title for gifted and advanced learners.

The Giver
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this Shakespearean tragedy. All sentences are from
the play. Quizzes feature famous quotes ("Beware the
Ides of March," "Et tu, Brute?" "Friends, Romans,
countrymen lend me your ears," "let slip the dogs of
war," "I am constant as the northern star," "It was
Greek to me," "Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry
look," "If you have tears, prepare to shed them now,"
"This was the most unkindest cut of all," "the fault,
dear Brutus, is not in our stars but in ourselves that
we are underlings").

Grammardog Guide to Macbeth
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by
critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in
schools and universities alike, and translated around
the world from the winner of the 2018 PEN/Nabokov
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Award for Achievement in International Literature.
The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of
Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in
Chicago, inventing for herself who and what she will
become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra
Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic story of childhood
and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have
touched so many readers.

Grammardog Guide to Civil Disobedience
Grammardog Guide to The House of the
Seven Gables
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER
PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a
father and son's fight to survive. A father and his son
walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in
the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is
cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls
it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the
coast, although they don't know what, if anything,
awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to
defend themselves against the lawless bands that
stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of
scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the
profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly
imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in
which the father and his son, "each the other's world
entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality
of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the
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worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate
destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the
tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of
total devastation. A New York Times Notable Book
One of the Best Books of the Year The Boston Globe,
The Christian Science Monitor, The Denver Post, The
Kansas City Star, Los Angeles Times, New York,
People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village
Voice, The Washington Post

A Short Guide to Writing about
Literature
What makes one reader look for issues of social
conformity in Kafka's Metamorphosis while another
concentrates on the relationship between Gregor
Samsa and his father? Self-Analysis in Literary Study
investigates how the psychoanalytic self-analysis
enables readers to gain a deeper understanding of
literature as well as themselves. In the past scholars
have largely ignored self-analysis as an aid to
approaching literature. The contributors in SelfAnalysis in Literary Study boldly explore how the
psyche affects intellectual intellectual discovery in the
realm of applied psychoanalysis. Jeffrey Berman
confronts a close friend's suicide through Camus and
his student's diaries, kept for an English class.
Language, family history, and an attachment to Kafka
are addressed in David Bleich's essay. Barbara Ann
Schapiro writes of her attraction to Virginia Woolf
during her emotional senior year of college. Other
essayists include Daniel Rancour-Laferriere, Norman
N. Holland, Bernard J. Paris, Steven Rosen, and
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Michael Steig. Written for both scholars in the fields of
psychology and literature and for a general audience
intrigued by self- analysis as a tool for gaining insight,
Self-Analysis in Literary Study answers traditional
questions about literature and raises challenging new
ones.

Grammardog Guide to Twain Short
Stories
Prentice Hall Literature
Reproducible Reading Study Guides that give
students the background and support they need to
understand and enjoy literature. With these reading
guides, your students will practice reading
comprehension skills, sharpen their vocabulary and
learn to identify literary elements.

Eleanor & Park
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this mystery thriller at sea. All sentences are from the
short story. Figurative language creates a dark tone,
suspicion and suspense (The ship was a "slumbering
volcano." The slaves sat "sphinx-like" while chanting
low like "bag-pipers playing a funeral march.").
Allusions support the theme of mystery and secrecy
("Gordian knots," "Guy-Fawkes," "freemason" "and
dark satyr in a mask").

Tangerine Reading Guide
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#1 New York Times Best Seller! "Eleanor & Park
reminded me not just what it's like to be young and in
love with a girl, but also what it's like to be young and
in love with a book."-John Green, The New York Times
Book Review Bono met his wife in high school, Park
says. So did Jerry Lee Lewis, Eleanor answers. I'm not
kidding, he says. You should be, she says, we're 16.
What about Romeo and Juliet? Shallow, confused,
then dead. I love you, Park says. Wherefore art thou,
Eleanor answers. I'm not kidding, he says. You should
be. Set over the course of one school year in 1986,
this is the story of two star-crossed misfits-smart
enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but
brave and desperate enough to try. When Eleanor
meets Park, you'll remember your own first love-and
just how hard it pulled you under. A New York Times
Best Seller! A 2014 Michael L. Printz Honor Book for
Excellence in Young Adult Literature Eleanor & Park is
the winner of the 2013 Boston Globe Horn Book
Award for Best Fiction Book. A Publishers Weekly Best
Children's Book of 2013 A New York Times Book
Review Notable Children's Book of 2013 A Kirkus
Reviews Best Teen Book of 2013 An NPR Best Book of
2013

Muggles, Monsters and Magicians
Corpus Linguistics in Literary Analysis provides a
theoretical introduction to corpus stylistics and also
demonstrates its application by presenting corpus
stylistic analyses of literary texts and corpora. The
first part of the book addresses theoretical issues
such as the relationship between subjectivity and
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objectivity in corpus linguistic analyses, criteria for
the evaluation of results from corpus linguistic
analyses and also discusses units of meaning in
language. The second part of the book takes this
theory and applies it to Northanger Abbey by Jane
Austen and to two corpora consisting of 1) Austen's
six novels and 2) texts that are contemporary with
Austen. The analyses demonstrate the impact of
various features of text on literary meanings and how
corpus tools can extract new critical angles. This book
will be a key read for upper level undergraduates and
postgraduates working in corpus linguistics and in
stylistics on linguistics and language studies courses.

Prentice Hall Literature: Timeless Voices,
Timeless Themes
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this iconic poem. All sentences are from the poem.
Quizzes feature famous quotes ("Water, water
everywhere, nor any drop to drink." "as idle as a
painted ship upon a painted ocean" "Alone, alone, all,
all alone, alone on a wide, wide sea; and never a saint
took pity on my soul in agony." "And a thousand,
thousand slimy things lived on and so did I." "Instead
of the cross, the Albatross about my neck was hung."
"He prayeth well who loveth well both man and bird
and beast.").

Grammardog Guide to Benito Cereno
Literary Analysis: The Basics is an insightful
introduction to analysing a wide range of literary
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forms. Providing a clear outline of the methodologies
employed in twenty-first century literary analysis, it
introduces readers to the genres, canons, terms,
issues, critical approaches, and contexts that affect
the analysis of any text. It addresses such questions
as: What counts as literature? Is analysis a dissection?
How do gender, race, class and culture affect the
meaning of a text? Why is the social and historical
context of a text important? Can digital media be
analysed in the same way as a poem? With examples
from ancient myths to young adult fiction, a glossary
of key terms, and suggestions for further reading,
Literary Analysis: The Basics is essential reading for
anyone wishing to improve their analytical reading
skills.

The House on Mango Street
This detailed, systematic classification of Rabbinic
narrative supplies these facts concerning the
classification of narratives and their regularities: [1]
what are the types and forms of narrative in a given
document? [2] how are these distinctive types and
forms of narrative distributed across the canonical
documents of the formative age, the first six centuries
C.E.? The answers for the documentary preferences
are in Volumes One through Three, for the MishnahTosefta, the Tannaite Midrash-compilations, and
Rabbah-Midrash-compilations, respectively. Volume
Four then takes up the types of Rabbinic narratives
and shows the documentary history of each of them,
including the authentic narrative, the maOEaseh and
the mashal.
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Summer Ball
Equips high school students to analyze classic literary
genres, discern author's worldviews, and apply
biblical standards. Helps you build vocabulary by
using new words in every speech and essay. Gain indepth instruction in the subjects of grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. Learn to convey important
ideas in both writing and speech in this easy-to-follow,
daily format. This is a dialectic and logic level course
that prepares students for later academic pursuits.
This 35-week course presents diverse writings, from
Shakespeare to Jack London, Lewis Carrol to
Longfellow, and Sir Walter Scott to C.S. Lewis.
Students are taught to analyze key elements of
literature such as allegory narrative, satire, plot,
setting, and more. While Dr. Stobaugh scrutinizes all
literature from a Christian worldview, his instruction
also helps students develop their skills in public
speaking, writing, and discernment to empower them
to be more effective Christian apologists. In the steps
of Augustine, Milton, and Lewis, students are invited
to analyze the classics with a keen, discerning eye,
and to identify positive and negative components of
literary worldviews emergent among the classics.

Literary Analysis: The Basics
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this Shakespearean tragedy. All sentences are from
the play. Quizzes feature famous quotes ("Fair is foul
and foul is fair." "Double, double toil and trouble. Fire
burn and cauldron bubble." "Something wicked this
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way comes." "But screw your courage to the sticking
place and we'll not fail." "Is this a dagger I see before
me?" "False face must hide what the false heart doth
know." "Out, damned spot." "Life's but a walking
shadow, a poor player that struts and frets his hour
upon the stage and then is heard no more.").

Grammardog Guide to the Rime of the
Ancient Mariner
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Part of Longman's successful Short Guide
Series, A Short Guide to Writing about Literature
emphasizes writing as a process and incorporates
new critical approaches to writing about literature.
The twelfth edition continues to offer students sound
advice on how to become critical thinkers and enrich
their reading response through accessible, step-bystep instruction.

The Riddle of the Rosetta Stone
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this Shakespearean play classified as a history. All
sentences are from the play. Quizzes feature famous
quotes ("Once more unto the breach, dear friends,
once more." "The game's afoot." "We few, we happy
few, we band of brothers . . ." ". . . giddy Fortune's
furious fickle wheel . . ." "O for a Muse of fire . . .").
Allusions include famous fictional and historical
generals (Arthur, Agamemnon, Caesar, Pompey,
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Alexander).

Content Analysis
The sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller
Travel Team! When you’re the smallest kid playing a
big man’s game, the challenges never
stop—especially when your name is Danny Walker.
Leading your travel team to the national
championship may seem like a dream come true, but
for Danny, being at the top just means the
competition tries that much harder to knock him off.
Now Danny’s leaving Middletown for the summer and
heading to Right Way basketball camp, where he’s
out of his element and maybe out of his league. The
country’s best ballers are in attendance, and Danny
will need to raise his game if he wants to match up.
But it won’t be easy. Old rivals and new battles leave
Danny wondering if he really has what it takes to
stand tall. “Lupica is at his best when he puts the
reader right in the center of the action on the court.
His game descriptions are fast, accurate, and exciting.
Young sports-fiction fans will eat this up.” –Booklist
“Sports fans will relish the on-court action, expertly
rendered in Lupica's taut prose. This worthy sequel to
Travel Team should earn a wide audience.” –School
Library Journal “Lupica knows his basketball and
knows how to spin a page-turner of a story. Those
who enjoyed the first installment of Danny's story will
be thrilled to read a sequel, and even those middle
school readers who are not huge sports fans will want
to cheer for Danny Walker, who proves that
determination can be a whole lot bigger than height.”
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–VOYA

The Road
Prentice Hall Literature, Penguin Edition ((c)2007)
components for Grade 7.

Movies as Literature
Grammardog Teacher's Guide contains 16 quizzes for
this novel. All sentences are from the novel.
Figurative language establishes the mood of Gothic
Romantic gloom (". . . the opaque puddle of obscurity
. . ." "Poverty, treading closely at her heels for a
lifetime . . . " ". . . the smile was sunshine under a
thundercloud." "The vapor of the broiled fish arose
like incense from the shrine of a barbarian." "The
shadow creeps and creeps and is always looking over
the shoulder of sunshine.").

Pearson Common Core Literature
Originally published as the author's dissertation
(doctoral)--Philipps-Universiteat Marburg, 2006.
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